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Synopsis General: Range-front normal fault along the eastern side of
Morgan Valley in the Wasatch Range. The central section has
evidence of Holocene movement, whereas the northern and
southern sections only show evidence for late Quaternary
movement, although scarp morphology for all three fault traces is
similar. The earthquake-timing, recurrence-interval, and slip-rate
estimates for the central section of the Morgan fault reflect the
consensus values of the Utah Quaternary Fault Parameters
Working Group (Lund, 2004 #6733). Lund (2004 #6733) did not



Working Group (Lund, 2004 #6733). Lund (2004 #6733) did not
evaluate the northern and southern sections due to a lack of fault-
trench data. The preferred values reported in Lund (2004 #6733)
approximate mean values based on available paleoseismic-
trenching data, and the minimum and maximum values
approximate two-sigma (5th and 95th percentile) confidence
limits. The confidence limits incorporate both epistemic (e.g., data
limitation) and aleatory (e.g., process variability) uncertainty
(Lund, 2004 #6733).

Sections: This fault has 3 sections. The northern section consists
of a main western fault trace and an older eastern fault trace. The
central section consists of a main fault trace and an antithetic fault
trace inferred to the west. The southern section is a single, short,
northwest-trending fault trace. The earthquake-timing,
recurrence-interval, and slip-rate estimates for the central section
of the Morgan fault reflect the consensus values of the Utah
Quaternary Fault Parameters Working Group (Lund, 2004 #6733).
Lund (2004 #6733) did not evaluate the northern and southern
sections due to a lack of fault-trench data. The preferred values
reported in Lund (2004 #6733) approximate mean values based
on available paleoseismic-trenching data, and the minimum and
maximum values approximate two-sigma (5th and 95th
percentile) confidence limits. The confidence limits incorporate
both epistemic (e.g., data limitation) and aleatory (e.g., process
variability) uncertainty (Lund, 2004 #6733).

Name
comments

General: 

Section: Refers to Hecker's (1993 #642) Morgan fault, southern
section.

Fault ID: Refers to fault number 11-18 of Hecker (1993 #642).

County(s) and
State(s) MORGAN COUNTY, UTAH 

Physiographic
province(s) MIDDLE ROCKY MOUNTAINS 

Reliability of
location

Good
Compiled at 1:125,000 scale.

Comments: Mapped or discussed by Sullivan and others (1988
#4508) and Sullivan and Nelson (1992 #615). Mapping from
Sullivan and others (1988 #4508).



Geologic setting North- to northeast-trending range-front normal fault along the
eastern side of Morgan Valley in the Wasatch Range.

Length (km) This section is 2 km of a total fault length of 17 km.

Average strike N30°W (for section) versus N16°W (for whole fault)

Sense of
movement Normal

Dip Direction SW

Paleoseismology
studies

Geomorphic
expression

Escarpment morphology is similar to the central Morgan fault
section. A northwest-trending subsidiary fault that displaces
middle Quaternary (200 to >400(?) ka) colluvium appears to
connect the southern and central sections, suggesting that at least
some events rupture both sections [2253b, 2353c] of the Morgan
fault.

Age of faulted
surficial
deposits

Middle to late Pleistocene.

Historic
earthquake

Most recent
prehistoric

deformation

middle and late Quaternary (<750 ka) 

Comments:

Recurrence
interval

Slip-rate
category Less than 0.2 mm/yr

Date and
Compiler(s)

1999 
Bill D. Black, Utah Geological Survey
Christopher B. DuRoss, Utah Geological Survey
Michael D. Hylland, Utah Geological Survey
Suzanne Hecker, U.S. Geological Survey
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